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Think about the things Kandinsky said. Have a chat about them. Then make art!

For our bonus week, let’s pretend we’re visiting Kandinsky in his studio. Imagine 
you’re sitting on a stool off to the side as Kandinsky paints at his easel. Here are a few of the things he 
might say to you as you chat about creativity and painting. (These are all direct quotes from Kandinsky!)

The artist 
must train 
not only 
his eye 
but also 
his soul.

“

”
Each color lives by 
its mysterious life.

“

”

With few exceptions, music has been for 
some centuries the art which has devoted 

itself not to the reproduction of natural 
phenomena, but rather to the expression of 

the artist's soul, in musical sound.

“

”“
”

EVERYTHING 
STARTS FROM 

A DOT.

Color is a 
power which 

directly influences
the soul.

“

”
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N O W  I T ’ S  Y O U R  T U R N . . .
This month we’ve made art using our sense of taste, hearing, and smell! This week, 
let’s explore our sense of touch! Start by taking a tour of your house and touching things with different 
textures. Feel things that are rough (a ball of aluminum foil) and smooth (a cozy furry blanket). 

Think about some textures that might be fun to include in your art project this week. You could add a 
little bit of sand to your paints. Or glitter. Or something else that brings texture to your art and makes 
sense for your idea!

Or you could add texture with your paint technique! If you use a sponge to apply paint to your paper 
(instead of a paintbrush) you’ll end up with a fun rough texture. You could use a stiff brush to dab (or 
stipple) your paint onto your art. Or use a technique that Kandinsky, Van Gogh, and LOTS of other artists 
used called impasto. You’ll need a palette knife and thick paint, but you could also use tempera paint 
and a popsicle stick or plastic butter knife. The idea is to take big blobs of paint and smudge them onto 
the canvas using your knife... make them thick and bold! (You can even squeeze your paint tubes 
directly onto your canvas.) This adds dimension to your art and the thickness makes the paint pop!

Sculpture is tactile! Use found 
objects from around the house to 
make a Kandinsky inspired sculpture. 

Squish some play dough. Make 
some homemade play dough or use 
store bought. Add fun things to 
enhance the tactile quality!

Or use modeling clay. Find lace, 
feathers, shells, bubble wrap, or 
other fun materials to press textures 
and patterns into your clay. 

Enjoy the process of feeling your art!
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